
 With all of the recent public outcry about the state of our natural environment, 
people are beginning to wonder what they, as individuals and communities, can do to 
make the planet a safe and healthy place for future generations to live.  What does this 
world look like?  And how can we achieve it? Are questions that are on the forefront of 
people’s consciouness today.  Overwhelmed by the broad implications of massive forces 
that are devastating our planet, people are beginning to truly wonder about what practical 
steps can be taken to ensure a sustainable and manageable way of living.      
 
 For several years now, The Transformative Learning Centre at OISE/UT has been 
committed to creating this vision by opening dialogues between various interest groups 
and weaving together the various streams of consciouness into a flowing river of creative, 
innovative, and wholistic approaches to achieving a sustainable and vibrant future. This is 
the premise for hosting the 2nd Spirit Matters Conference: One Earth Community.  Over 
the weekend of April 20-22, 2007 in Toronto, ON, environmentalists, health practioners, 
educators, activists and artists from around the world will be coming together to forge 
connections between the various aspects of culture, health, politics and the environment 
to create a vision for the world that we would like to live in and leave for our children.   
 
 "One Earth Community: Sharing Our Stories" is the title of the 2nd Spirit Matters 
Gathering. The first such Gathering was held in Toronto in May 2004 and the diversity of 
peoples and wisdom traditions present in that gathering inspired our current emphasis on 
developing a new vision and set of practices for an Earth Community. 
 
 Several keynote animators will be attending the conference, including David 
Abram, Satish Kumar, Diane Longboat, Vandana Shiva, Starhawk and many others. 
In addition to our keynote animators, resident animators from the first Spirit Matters 
Gathering will be also be part of the series of conversations we are calling "Councils” and 
Dialogue Circles, all intended to enliven deep dialogue amongst the larger gathering and 
forge new activist networks between peoples. Learnings from every Dialogue Circle and 
Council will eventually be carried back into a final integrative gathering of 
understandings and agreements to action. This is a community-building Gathering for 
creative vision and action on behalf of the Earth locally and globally. 
 
 
 
 
For more information: 

Contact Name: Ed O’Sullivan 
Phone number: 416-538- 8309 
Transformative Learning Centre�Website: 
http://tlc.oise.utoronto.ca/gathering2007/index.html
E-mail: tlcentre@oise.utoronto.ca
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Scheduled Animators for the One Earth Gathering 

Avoiding what Jane Jacob's calls the Dark Age of cultural collapse and amnesia for 
what needs to transform, requires us to share our stories of Earth community and 
our strategies for creative transformation toward Earth consciousness, Earth 
literacies and effective deep democracy within the web of life. We need to share 
stories from many peoples, places and ways of knowing. Fortunately, the history of 
the Spirit Matters Gatherings is already one of diversity arising out of authentic local 
and international communities. Already we have the following external animators 
confirmed to participate: 
 
 
David Abram 
Cultural ecologist and philosopher, is the author of The Spell of the Sensuous: 
Perception and Language in a More-than-Human World for which he received 
numerous awards, including the Lannan Literary Award for Nonfiction. An 
accomplished sleight-of-hand magician who has lived with indigenous sorcerers in 
Indonesia, Nepal, and the Americas, his essays have appeared often in such journals 
as The Ecologist, Orion, Parabola, Resurgence, Wild Earth, Tikkun, and 
Environmental Ethics, as well as in over 30 edited anthologies. The recipient of 
numerous fellowships, Abram lectures and teaches widely on several continents; he 
has been named by Utne Reader as one of a hundred leading visionaries currently 
transforming the world. His work focuses upon the cultural and spiritual aspects of 
ecological transformation, upon the shifting relation between science and experience, 
and upon the intertwined mysteries of perception and language — the way in which 
these two dimensions modulate the ethical relation between humankind and the 
animate earth. 
 
Zenobia Barlow 
A cofounder of the Center for Ecoliteracy, has served as the Center's executive 
director since its founding. Her career has focused on integrating theory and practice 
around leadership in systems change connected to the environment. She was 
executive director of the Elmwood Institute, an ecological think tank and network of 
independent scholars and activists, after serving as an academic administrator at 
Sonoma State University and as executive editor of an international publishing 
company. She is an accomplished documentary photographer. 

John Barry

Deborah Barndt  

Abelardo Brenes 
Is Peace Education Program Coordinator and former Director of Program for a 
Culture of Peace and Democracy in Central America, United Nations University for 
Peace, Costa Rica. He teaches Irenology and Peace Education and is a member of the 
Drafting Committee of the Earth Charter. His research focus is on the development of 
educational strategies, linking a culture of peace and the promotion of healthy 
lifestyles, the development of HIV/AIDS prevention strategies in youth populations, 
and the development of indicators for cultures of peace.  

Deborah Brodey 
has been practicing Yoga for 23 years and teaching individuals, groups with varying 



needs (addictions, mental health clients and workers,Êetc.), and retreats for the last 
7 years in Toronto. She has trained as a yoga teacher in the lineage of T. 
Krishnmacharya with Rosemary Antze, a senior student of TKV Desikachar (son of T. 
Krishnmacharya). 

Maliha Chishti 

Marilyn Daniels 
Originally trained as a cultural historian, Marilyn Daniels has worked as a university 
lecturer, conference speaker, career counsellor and on behalf of the not-for-profit 
sector. She later trained as a psychotherapist, integrating western psychology with 
ancient wisdom traditions before establishing VisionLegacy Coaching, a company 
dedicated to helping individuals and organizations make a profound difference in the 
world. A member of the planning committees for TLC’s Spirit Matters and One Earth 
Community, she is co-author of Circles of Transformation: Finding Our Way in the 
‘Great Work.’ To learn more about Marilyn, see www.visionlegacy.com or 
http://whats-needed-in-these-times.blogspot.com/  

Laurie Edwards 
Laurie Edwards is a Toronto writer, painter, and teacher. In 2003, in association with 
Geist Magazine, he established The Stupid School of Contemplative Art and Narrative 
on Gerrard Street East. Here he introduced to teachers, social workers and others 
the practice of Mystery Painting. Mystery Painting is a core practice of The Garden 
Path, a contemplative approach to healing and expression based on the experience 
of The Butterfly Peace Garden of Batticaloa, Sri Lanka. In 2005 Laurie established 
Fish Slipping Through Net Studio at a Toronto elementary school, and led painting 
workshops at diverse locations including St Paul's University and Woodroffe High 
School in Ottawa, where another Garden Path studio has been established. He 
continues to work on development of new studios in Canada, Asia and elsewhere, 
and is currently preparing a prototype for web-based presentation and sharing of the 
original images, poems and stories that mark progression down the garden path.  

Jorge N. Ferrer 
Is core faculty at the California Institute of Integral Studies, San Francisco, and 
adjunct 
faculty at the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology, Palo Alto. Currently he is also a 
leading scholar on Transformative Practices at the Esalen Center for Theory and 
Research, Big Sur, California. He teaches courses on transpersonal psychology, 
embodied spiritual inquiry, comparative mysticism, integral development, socially 
engaged spirituality, and spiritual perspectives on sexuality and relationships. He is 
the author of Revisioning Transpersonal Theory: A Participatory Vision of Human 
Spirituality and editor of a monograph of the journal ReVision on New Horizons in 
Contemporary Spirituality. Jorge currently serves on the editorial board of The 
Journal of Transpersonal Psychology and ReVision.  

Laara Fitznor 
Is an Aboriginal/Indigenous woman from Northern Manitoba, Canada. Her cultural/ 
linguistic group is Cree First Nation (with German/Scots ancestry), and she is a 
member of the Nischichaywasihk First Nation, in Manitoba. Her doctor of Education is 
from OISE where she led the discussion for the need for a specialization in Aboriginal 
education and the creation of a Centre for Aboriginal Education and Research. Dr. 
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Fitznor is currently teaching Aboriginal Education for the Faculty of Education, 
University of Manitoba. 

Anne Goodman  

Satish Kumar 
In addition to being the founder of the Small School and the Director of Programmes 
at Schumacher College, Satish Kumar is currently the editor of Resurgence (an 
international magazine promoting peace, non-violence, ecology, sustainability, 
organic agriculture, appropriate technology and holistic philosophy). He has, in turn, 
been a Jain Monk, a campaigner for land reform in the Bhoodan movement, and a 
pilgrim for peace, walking from India to America. Satish established the London 
School of Non-violence in order to teach the Gandhian way of passive resistance to 
the youth of Europe. Satish is the recipient of the Jamnalal Bajaj International Award 
for “Promoting Gandhian Values Abroad.” His books include You Are, Therefore, I Am 
(2002) and No Destination (1992). 

Diane Longboat 
(Turtle Clan) is from Six Nations Grand River Territory of the Mohawk Nation. Diane 
is a traditional healer and teacher and has shared her knowledge and gifts with many 
communities in the areas of education and community wellness. She has worked 
with many institutions and organizations, residential school survivors, youth, chief 
and council, social service staff, health practitioners, educators, hospitals, medical 
staff, university programs, pre-natal programs, diabetes specialists and with 
palliative caregivers. She describes her work as a full-time labour of spirit, which has 
been the richest time of her life as the medicine has grown around her and her own 
vision has unfolded, giving shape to the direction given by the Creator who said, “go 
home an create a place of peace for the people.” In 1978, Diane received her Master 
of Education from the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. 

Jeanette McCullough 

Jack Miller 
John (Jack) Miller has been working in the field of holistic education for over 30 
years. He is author/editor of more than a dozen books on holistic learning and 
contemplative practices in education which include The Contemplative Practitioner, 
The Holistic Curriculum and Educating for Wisdom and Compassion. His writing has 
been translated into seven languages. Jack has worked extensively with holistic 
educators in Japan and Korea for the past decade and has been visiting professor at 
two universities in Japan. 

Ishbel Munroe 

Herb Nabigon 
(Loon Clan) is Anishinaabe from Pic River First Nation. Before discovering native 
healing methods, Herb Nabigon could not imagine a life without alcohol. His powerful 
autobiography, The Hollow Tree, tells the story of his struggle to overcome addiction 
with the help of the spiritual teachings and brotherly love of his elders. The Hollow 
Tree is one person's testament to the power of indigenous culture to heal. Herb 
Nabigon's healing journey guided him to a life of kindness, honesty, courage, and 
humility. Herb Nabigon is associate professor, Native human services, Laurentian 
University, and the author of Forging New Relationships: Aboriginal Governance in 



Canada - Report of the Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples.  
 
Adegboyega Najeem 
He is African traditional man born in Ido-Osun, a small village between Ede and 
Osogbo in Osun State of Nigeria. As an artist , he has participated in several cultural 
television movies called Ifa Olokun Asoro Dayo, a weekly television programs about 
African traditions. He helped develop different social programs in Nigeria and stage 
theatre from village to village. He was given the name of OMO ODO AGBA, a child 
that was brought up by the elders. Presently, he resides in Brazil and is founder of 
Adimula Cultura Centre which is an organisation that promotes African culture, music 
and traditions.  

Eimear O'Neill 

Edmund O’Sullivan 
Is Former Director of the Transformative Learning Centre at OISE / UT. His research 
interests include Transformative Learning, Environmental Education, Critical 
Pedagogy, Post-Colonial theory, Alternative Development, Indigenous Knowledge 
and Modern Knowledge, Hemispheric Peace and Social Justice and Spirituality and 
the Erotic. From 1983 to 1992 he was Professor of Applied Psychology at OISE. He is 
the author of numerous books including Transformative Learning: Educational Vision 
for the 21st Century and Critical Paychology: An Interpretation of the Personal 
World. He has also contributed a large number of chapters to various volumes, as 
well as articles in scholarly journals. 

Daniel Schugurensky 

Vandana Shiva 
was trained as a physicist and did her Ph.D. on the subject “Hidden Variables and 
Non-locality in Quantum Theory.” She later shifted to interdisciplinary research in 
science, technology and environmental policy. An activist, she established Navdanya 
in India, a movement for biodiversity, conservation, and farmers’ rights. She is 
ecology adviser to the Third World Network, which aims to bring a fair and 
ecologically sustainable distribution of world resources. For her contribution to 
environmentalism and women, she won the prestigious Right Livelihood Award, 
known as “the alternative Nobel Prize,” in 1991. She is the author of eleven books, 
including Water Wars and Biopiracy. 

Starhawk 
committed global justice activist and organizer, is the author or coauthor of ten 
books, including The Spiral Dance, The Fifth Sacred Thing, and the award-winning 
Webs of Power: Notes from the Global Uprising. Her latest is Earth Path: Grounding 
Your Spirit in the Rhythms of Nature. She is a veteran of progressive movements, 
from anti-war to anti-nukes, is a highly influential voice in the revival of earth-based 
spirituality and Goddess religion, and has brought many innovative techniques of 
spirituality and magic to her political work. Her web site is www.starhawk.org. 

Moema Libera Viezzer 
is Brazilian, holds a Master of Sociology and is an Adult Educator who specializes in 
Popular Education with an emphasis in leadership learning, gender relations and 
environment. She is author, co-author or organizer of various books and educational 
materials (documentaries on video, radioprograms, booklets, periodicals). Moema is 



internationally known through the bestseller “Let me speak…” translated to 16 
languages and introduced in the coletanea “Mein Lese Buch” of Heinrich Boëll, Nobel 
Prize winner, and the “Manual Latinoamericano de Educación Ambiental”. In the 
context of Rio 92, she facilitated the International NGOs Treaty on Environmental 
Education for Sustainable Societies and Global Responsibility, and participated in the 
process of building up the initiative of The Earth Charter. Moema contributed to the 
startup and development of several websites, forums, councils and NGOs at local, 
national and international levels. She received honorable mentions by the 
International Council for Adult Education, the Baha’í Fondation, and The Brazilian 
Forum of Environmental Education. She is one of the “1000 Women for Peace”, a 
Nobel Prize candidate, and coordinates the “1000 Women for Peace around the 
World” network, and the “Womens Global Action for Environment” Network. She lives 
with her family in Toledo, Paraná/Brazil and works as an international consultant on 
gender issues and environmental education, giving to enterprises, NGOs and 
grassroots groups. 
 
Paulo Wangoola 
former secretary general of the African Association for Literacy and Adult Education, 
is currently the Nabyama of Mpambo, the African Multiversity based in Uganda. He 
has authored and co-authored several articles and books on a variety of themes, 
including the political economy of education, civil society, African indigenous 
knowledge systems, participatory development, multisectoral development 
partnerships, and North/South development cooperation. 

Njoki Wane  

Gary Warner  
Gary Warner has taught courses on Francophone Literature and on peace and 
international development at McMaster University since 1967. He served as 
Department Chair, Associate Dean of Humanities, co-Director of the Theme School 
on International Justice and Human Rights, Director of McMaster International and 
Director of the Arts & Science Program. He worked in West Africa for two years as 
Director of the CUSO Program in Sierra Leone. He has been active for four decades 
on issues related to international development, anti-racism, human rights, refugee 
settlement, interfaith dialogue and social justice. He is a recipient of several awards, 
including being named to the Order of Canada in 2005.  

Jose Zarate 

 


